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Does the Primetime Television Upfront Still Matter? 
By Steve Sternberg 

 
For American television viewers, the start of the new primetime television season is still four months 

away.  For insiders at media agencies, networks, and advertisers, however, the Upfront season is 
placing thoughts of September squarely into May. 
 

Of course, the very idea of a fall TV season in today’s video world seems old fashioned.  The 
broadcast networks might still adhere to fall and mid-season schedules for debuting new shows, but 

their competitors do not.  Ad-supported cable networks premiere many new series when the broadcast 
nets are airing repeats and some limited-run series (mostly non-sweeps months and the summer).  
Premium cable networks, such as HBO, Showtime, and Starz, air new shows throughout the year.  

Streaming services, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime, release full seasons of new series whenever 
they happen to be ready.  CBS All Access does as well, although it releases new episodes on a 

weekly schedule, rather than all at once.   
 

In a television landscape of 10-episode cable series, and streaming services where you can binge-

watch entire seasons, viewers don’t necessarily think in terms of TV seasons anymore.  Nevertheless, 
the broadcast networks still hold onto a schedule that starts in the fall.     

 
Throughout April and May, cable and broadcast networks give presentations to the ad industry in 
which they unveil their fall schedules and discuss their strategic direction for the next broadcast year.  
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This marks the start of the upfront season, when advertisers spend upward of $20 billion 
buying commercial time on national television programs scheduled to air during the next 

broadcast year (September-August). 
 

Spending tons of money on new programming remains a risky proposition – only about 20% of all 
the new series that debuted during the past five years will still be on the air next season. 

 

Developing and sustaining successful scripted broadcast series (without NCIS or Chicago in the title) 
is more difficult than ever.  Unless a show clicks right off the bat these days, it’s hard to build it 
into a hit.  Today, the network races are so close, replacing a couple of poor performers with mediocre 

ones can move a network up in the standings.  We are not likely to ever see another Cheers, which 

began as the lowest rated show of the week and ended its 11-year run in the top 10.  Or Seinfeld, a 

little-watched, mid-season sitcom that took three seasons to find an audience.  Or even The Big Bang 

Theory, which finished its first season in 68th place and just completed its 12th and final season as the 
longest running multi-camera comedy in television history. 

 
Cable networks have traditionally had smaller presentations, which took place before the bigger and 

more glitzy network affairs – and many still do.  That is starting to change, however, as these large 
conglomerates are realizing it makes sense to combine their broadcast and cable properties into a 
single event:  for the past four years, NBCUniversal has included NBC, Bravo, E!, MSNBC, Oxygen, 

USA, and Telemundo in its annual presentation at Radio City, which traditionally leads off the 
broadcast upfront week; Disney hosted its first combined upfront presentation this year, with ABC, 

Freeform, and ESPN (which previously had its own upfront event), being joined by FX and National 
Geographic, which Disney acquired in its $71.3 billion acquisition of Fox assets:  this was Fox’s first 
presentation as an independent broadcast network; Turner (now part of WarnerMedia) always tried 

to play with the big boys – and now they really are one of the big boys.  Discovery (now better 
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equipped since it merged with Scripps), A&E Networks, and MTV have often had bigger events 
(although before the broadcast upfront week).  No one should underestimate the effectiveness of 
this type of branding.  The upfront presentations and events will continue to evolve, but they are not 
likely to disappear anytime soon.  
  

Does the Upfront Still Matter? 
The broadcast networks unveiled their fall television schedules to the industry over four days of 
presentations during the week of May 13th.  As I was sitting through the presentations, I realized why 
they are actually more important than ever (to the networks at least).  

 

• Even though there is no question that linear TV is losing ground to other screens and streaming 

services, people of all ages (yes, even Millennials) still spend significantly more time 
with traditional television on an in-home TV set than with any other video source.  Both 
the consumer and trade press cover these events, and it enables the networks to push back 

against the regular press narrative shouting about the demise of linear TV. 
 

• Despite press headlines predicting an end to the upfronts, the networks will steadfastly resist 
any such idea.  Only an upfront system enables networks to continually raise prices for 

declining ratings.  The upfront creates an artificial demand for what is essentially an 
unlimited supply of rating points.  Also keep in mind that 30 years ago, the average 
broadcast network rating was more than 10 times the average of the top 10 cable networks.  

Twenty years ago it was 6 or 7 times larger.  Today it’s only 3 or 4 times larger.  The advantage 
broadcast once had over cable is not nearly what it used to be.   

 
• From an advertising standpoint, obtaining audience guarantees still makes the process 

seem worthwhile.  But advertisers and agencies should understand that as average ratings 
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continue to decline, individual program ratings become easier to predict.  It is far more likely 
that you will under-estimate a show’s performance than over-estimate it. 

 

• The upfronts allow the networks’ corporate conglomerate owners to provide Wall Street with 

the confidence that they are financially healthy.  It’s like a futures market. 
 

• People like going to parties and taking picrtures with celebrities (and then telling their family 
and friends all about it, and posting pictures on social media). 

 
In reality, however, the upfronts today only benefit the sellers, not the buyers.  Years ago, there really 
was a “must see TV” Thursday lineup on NBC, or an ABC Tuesday schedule or CBS Monday night 
that advertisers felt they needed to buy and would invariably move the marketplace to get first dibs.  

That is no longer the case. 
 

Here’s a brief recap of the broadcast upfronts. 
 

Disney presented its first unified upfront, in a show of force and a reminder that they are everywhere 

and can reach everyone (about 275 million people per month across all platforms).  In addition to 
spending about 30 minutes talking about the ABC broadcast network (still the center of the Disney 
video universe), it spent 15 minutes on ESPN, 10 minutes on FX, 15 minutes on Nat Geo, 10 minutes 

on Freeform, and 5 minutes on ABC News.  They also mentioned buying out Comcast’s ownership 
interest in Hulu, and the upcoming Disney+ streaming service, but provided no details about their 

plans for either.  With so many properties to cover, the presentation was crisper flowed much more 
smoothly than I expected. 
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Disney touted having all the best brands in media:  ESPN, with the NFL, NBA, and college football, 
as well as ESPN Films, and its new partnership with Caesar’s Entertainment is the best place for 

sports;  FX is the boldest place for adults on ad-supported TV (this has been true for many years), 
Nat Geo is the #1 brand on Instagram and the new edition of Genius will feature Aretha Franklin;  
Millennials now outnumber Boomers, and where better to reach them than Freeform, the only network 

to make its shows immediately available to stream, and, of course, ABC, the #1 broadcast network 
among women, which will continue to be its main focus. 

 
Speaking about only having three new scripted series this fall, ABC bemoaned how tough it is to get 
viewers’ attention in a world of TV everywhere.  It remains difficult to have effective marketing 

campaigns on network schedules as ratings continue to decline.  Actually, I don’t remember if this 
was said at the actual upfront presentation or the pre-upfront press conference.  Either way, it’s a 

stunning admission given that I’ve been writing for more than five years that the broadcast networks’ 
stubborn refusal to cross-promote one another’s new shows (as cable nets have done for 
years) is the main reason some shows flop, particularly in mid-season, and one reason overall 
broadcast ratings continue to decline.  The broadcast networks continue to purposely not advertise 
their programs to the largest group of available viewers who are dead center in their target audiences. 

 

ABC 2019 Fall Lineup (new series in caps, nn = new night, nt = new time) 

Monday         8-10pm  Dancing With the Stars                                            10pm  The Good Doctor 
Tuesday         8-pm  The Conners  8:30pm  Bless This Mess (nn, nt)  9pm  MIXED-ISH  9:30pm  black-ish (nt)  10pm EMERGENCE 
Wednesday    8pm The Goldbergs 8:30pm  Schooled  9pm  Modern Family  9:30  Single Parents                      10pm STUMPTOWN 
Thursday        8-9pm  Grey’s Anatomy  9-10pm  A Million Little Things  10pm  How to Get Away With Murder 
Friday             8-8:30pm  American Housewife (nn, nt)  8:30-9pm  Fresh Off the Boat (nt)    9-11pm 20/20 
Saturday         8-11pm  Saturday Night Football 
Sunday         7pm Amer Funniest H. Videos  8pm  KIDS SAY THE DARNDEST THINGS  9pm  Shark Tank         10pm The Rookie (nn) 
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CBS touted its strength and stability as America’s most watched network for 11 years in a row.  In 

its first upfront presentation of the post-Leslie Moonves era, CBS cited its involvement with the 
#seeher initiative, with one of the network’s top priorities being how it portrays women and people of 

color (the latter of which CBS has been justifiably criticized for the past several years).  Many of its 
second-year returning shows and virtually all of its new series have women or people of color in 

leading roles. 
 
Acknowledging that “brands need to work harder in a sea of infinite choice,” CBS talked about its 

multiplatform options (which reach 300 million people per month), and that unlike others, it is not 
crawling into the OTT space, it is already there (with CBS All Access).  The network claimed to be the 

7th largest internet company in the world, with 175 million monthly users. 
 

But content drives everything, and CBS’s future will continue to be driven by outstanding programming 

and storytelling – CBS ALL Access has passionate viewers, CBS programs are dominant in 
syndication, and 80 different series come out of CBS Television Studios. 

 
CBS paid tribute to The Big Bang Theory, the longest running multi-camera comedy in TV history 
(which just aired its final episode after 12 highly successful seasons), mentioned that Madam 

Secretary will have one more 10-episode season, and that they have a name for its new CBS All 
Access Star Trek series about Captain Picard – it will be called, naturally, Star Trek Picard. 

 
CBS will have the most new series come fall with five, and will have five additional time periods with 
shows either switching times or nights.  Yet the schedule still seems like they are playing it safe (which 

is not necessarily a bad thing for CBS). 
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CBS 2019 Fall Lineup (new series in caps, nn = new night, nt = new time) 

Monday         8-8:30pm  The Neighborhood   8:30-9pm  BOB       ABISHOLA  9-10pm  ALL RISE             10pm  Bull 
Tuesday         8-9pm  NCIS                                                   9-10pm  FBI                        10pm NCIS: New Orleans 
Wednesday    8-9pm Survivor                                      9-10pm  SEAL Team (nt)    10pm S.W.A.T. (nn) 
Thursday        8pm  Young Sheldon (nt)  8:30pm  THE UNICORN  9pm  Mom  9:30  CAROL’S 2nd ACT      10pm  EVIL 
Friday             8-9pm  Hawaii Five-0 (nt)                   9-10pm Magnum P.I. (nn)                       10pm  Blue Bloods                         
Saturday         8-9pm  Crimetime Saturday                                        9-10pm  Crimetime Saturday                10pm 48 Hours                                                                            
Sunday         7-8pm 60 Minutes      8-9pm  God Friended Me          9-10pm  NCIS: Los Angeles                  10pm  Madam Secretary 

 

Watching the Fox presentation was like being transported back to the early 1990s, when the fledgling 

Fox network was trying to compete with the Big 3, cable was little more than an annoyance to the 
broadcast networks, time-shifting and streaming weren’t yet things, and there was only one screen. 

 
After Disney’s purchase of 21st Century Fox assets, the big takeaway here was that Fox is starting 
over – they’re open for business, working with a wide array of studios, and is stronger than ever.  

Claiming to still be the most daring and disruptive broadcast network, the presentation’s opening reel, 
which featured Married…With Children, The X-Files, 24, and Fringe, did remind me how innovative 

and cutting edge the network once was. 
 
The network is fortunate to have the Super Bowl next season, and it sees its new Friday WWE 

Wrestling as a strong promotional vehicle for other programming (I see it more as an island that will 
have little impact on the rest of Fox’s schedule).  This will also be the last season of Empire.  Because 

of Thursday football and Friday wrestling, Fox will have just three series in the fall (several more in 
mid-season). 
 

Fox will focus on expanding its animation lineup, led by The Simpsons, Family Guy, and Bob’s 

Burgers, over live comedy.  The new season of The Masked Singer will start following the Super Bowl, 

and a spinoff of its successful 911, titled, 9-1-1 Lone Star will debut following the NFC Championship 
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Game.  I’ll reserve judgment for now on whether Fox will be able to reclaim its glory days any time 
soon, but the network has had a knack over the years for coming up with new hits just as you think 

they are poised to decline.  
 

Fox 2019 Fall Lineup (new series in caps, nn = new night, nt = new time) 
Monday         8-9pm  9-1-1 (nt)                   9-10pm  PRODIGAL SON 
Tuesday         8-9pm  The Resident (nn)   9-10pm  Empire (nn, nt) 
Wednesday    8-9pm  The Masked Sibger (nn, nt)  9-10pm  NOT JUST ME 
Thursday        8-11pm  NFL Thursday Night Football 
Friday             8-10pm  WWE’s Smackdown Live 
Saturdsy          7-10:30pm  Fox Sports Saturday: Fox College Football 
Sunday         7pm NFL  7:30pm The OT/Fox Encores  8pm  The Simpsons  8:30pm  BLESS THE HARTS   
                        9pm  Bob’s Burgers (nt)  9:30pm  Family Guy (nt)  

 

As usual, Comcast/NBC Universal started the week of upfront presentations, and as has 

been the case for the past few years, combined its network and cable properties into a single event.  

These include NBC, USA, Syfy, Bravo, E!, and Telemundo (as well as its recent purchase of Sky). 
 

The biggest news to come out of NBCU’s presentation is that its as yet unnamed streaming service 
won’t be available until mid-2020.  It will include original content and a “gigantic library of favorites.” 
NBCU also mentioned that as other companies are pushing advertisers out, they are bringing them 

in.  The new service will be free and ad-supported.  They also implied that The Office, which is 
reportedly Netflix’s most popular show, will be on the service. 

 
Although talking about rapid globalization, a 4th industrial revolution, and the future of streaming, the 
bulk of NBCU’S presentation focused on traditional linear television, and, of course, the Olympics.  

The network highlighted a few new and returning series on USA and Syfy, as well as WWE Wrestling, 
E!’s Keeping Up With the Kardashians, and showed clips of Bravo’s unscripted series.  It also 
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mentioned the strength of Telemundo, citing a study showing that half of U.S. Hispanics watch only 
Spanish language television. 

 
NBC will only have three new series this fall, as The Voice continues to lead off two nights and its 
three Chicago series are all on one night.  The network will have the most stable schedule, as only 

2½ of its 22 hours will have a different series than this season. 
 

NBC 2019 Fall Lineup (new series in caps, nn = new night, nt = new time) 

Monday         8-10pm  The Voice                              10pm  BLUFF CITY LAW 
Tuesday         8-9pm  The Voice                9-10pm  This is Us            10pm New Amsterdam 
Wednesday    8-9pm Chicago Med               9-10pm  Chicago Fire                          10pm Chicago P.D. 
Thursday        8pm  Superstore  8:30pm  PERFECT HARMONY  9pm  The Good Place (nt)  9:30  SUNNYSIDE  10pm  Law & Order: SVU 
Friday             8-9pm  The Blacklist                               9-11pm Dateline NBC                                         
Saturday         8-10pm  Dateline Saturday Night Mystery                                      10pm SNL (encores)                                                                               
Sunday         7-8:20pm Football Night in America    8:20-11pm  NBC Sunday Night Football 

 

The CW presentation was short and sweet.  The network was quick to point out that it always had 

one of the most distinctive brands on television, has a younger audience than other broadcast 
networks, has been a digital network since 2012, was the first multiplatform network, and has free 

digital apps with no authentication required (and 60 million app downloads). 
 

The network’s priorities are to increase its original programming (which stands at 70% of its schedule 
in 2019), and to “welcome all ethnicities and all orientations.”  Its latest foray into the DC universe will 
be Batwoman, which stars the first openly lesbian superhero (she joins Arrow, in its last season, The 

Flash, Supergirl, Black Lightning, and Legends of Tomorrow). 
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CW 2019 Fall Lineup (new series in caps, nn = new night, nt = new time) 

Monday         8-9pm  All American (nn)                                        9-10pm  Black Lightning 
Tuesday         8-9pm  The Flash                9-10pm  Arrow (nn)             
Wednesday    8-9pm Riverdale               9-10pm  NANCY DREW                           
Thursday        8-9pm  Supernatural                                               9-10pm  Legacies 
Friday             8-9pm  Charmed (nn, nt)             9-10pm  Dynasty                                                                                                                      
Sunday         8-9pm  BATWOMAN                                                9-10pm  Supergirl (nt) 

 

WarnerMedia (now owned by AT&T) touted Warner Media content and AT&T scale.  And to be 

sure, it has tons of ad-supported video content, with TBS, TNT, Tru, CNN, Adult Swim, Cartoon 

Network, and Turner Sports (not to mention HBO and DirecTV).  Whatever your target audience, they 
have something or a package of things to suit your needs.  Its massive portfolio now reaches 75% of 

Americans and has more than 1.2 billion followers across social media.  According to WarnerMedia, 
its entertainment channels, TBS, TNT, Tru, and Adult Swim, reach a combined 239 million unique 
viewers every month.  

 
WarnerMedia believes in two sides of the business model – subscription and advertising.  Its 

upcoming streaming service (no name yet) will have an advertising component. 
 
After spending years successfully branding TNT for drama and TBS for comedy, WarnerMedia wants 

more flexibility, and will be adding new dramas to TBS’s lineup.  They cited TNT movies as being 
stronger than those on FX, USA, or Freeform (I haven’t checked this claim). 

 
Wanting its own piece of the Wrestling business, TNT will air something called AEW (All Elite 
Wrestling).  TNT’S drama, The Alienist, the highest rated new cable drama of 2018, won’t have its 

second season until 2020. 
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Adult Swim’s animated hit, Rick & Morty, will debut its long-awaited fourth season in November 2019. 
 

Some Common Upfront Themes 
While the past few years saw the networks bash streaming and the digital world, this year’s upfront 

presentations saw little of that as all the networks are now planning how to most effectively play in 
those arenas. 

 
In their only real dig at other screens, all of the networks cited safe and advertiser-friendly 
environments (as a big advantage over the less controllable digital landscape). 

 
Our unified company can reach everyone.  The claims - Disney reaches 275 million people per 

month across all platforms.  Its combined brands have 4 billion engagements on Facebook and 
Instagram (Nat Geo is the #1 brand on Instagram).  CBS platforms reach about 300 million people 
per month.  WarnerMedia’s combined portfolio reaches about 75% of all Americans each month 

across all platforms, and has 1.2 billion followers on social media.  Its entertainment channels, TBS, 
TNT, Tru, and Adult Swim reach a combined 239 million unique viewers per month. 

 
Everyone is jumping into the stream.  CBS pointed out that they are already there with CBS All 
Access, which has around 3 million subscribers, and achieved critical acclaim for The Good Fight, 

Star Trek Discovery, and its new version of The Twilight Zone.  It will be expanding the Star Trek 
franchise with Star Trek Picard and other new series (which is sure to keep CBS All Access top of 

mind at the big annual San Diego and New York Comic Cons).  Disney did not mention its upcoming 
Disney+ service, but did talk about its just completed acquisition of Comcast’s 30% ownership stake 
in Hulu, giving Disney complete control of the streaming service.  While no details were forthcoming 

at the upfront presentation, we already know that Disney+ will include several new series from both 
the Marvel and Star Wars universes.  Some reports following the presentation indicated that Disney 
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might provide Hulu free of charge to Disney+ subscribers.  Comcast/NBC Universal’s as yet 
unnamed streaming service won’t be available until mid-2020.  Its service will be free and ad-

supported (as long as you subscribe to a cable, satellite, or telco bundle), containing original series 
and a giant library of archived content – and apparently will take back Netflix’s most viewed show, 
The Office.   WarnerMedia’s upcoming unnamed streaming service will have an advertising 

component and a massive amount of library content (haven’t heard about its plans for original series). 
 

With more states legalizing sports betting, Disney (ESPN) and Fox are both getting a piece of the 
action – ESPN through a deal with Caesar’s Entertainament, and Fox through its own betting service 
creatively titled, Fox Bet.  Haven’t heard about plans in this area from CBS or NBCU, but they’ve got 

to be thinking about it. 
 

Everyone’s talking about delivering more targeted and precise audience segments, but details are 
still hard to come by.  Fox, Viacom and NBCU have partnered on something called OpenAP (Turner 
was also involved, but dropped out when AT&T purchased Time Warner, and now is involved with 

AT&Ts Xandr).  Disney apparently has its own proprietary analytics platform.  There were virtually no 
insights from any of these at the upfront presentations, save for the call for moving beyond standard 

rating points – which, of course, makes sense since ratings continue to decline and the network’s 
need new ways to sell a shrinking product.  Delivery of results based on business outcomes sounds 
good, but standardized ways of measuring such impacts of advertising remains evasive.  I continue 
to have strong misgivings about any research developed and funded by a product’s sellers 
(even if they utilize a third party).  Good research should be developed independently by a party with 

no vested interest in the results and then vetted by both buyers and sellers. 
 

It is fascinating that we’ve reached a point where you can sit through a week of network presentations 

and not hear once about the size of their actual ratings. 


